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An Academic and Personal Approach to Supervising Project Groups

Jesper Simonsen and Olav Storm Jensen *

ABSTRACT
This article investigates and exemplifies the personal side of our supervising skills.
This is inspired from psychotherapeutic research specialized in investigating openminded contact and authentic meetings. The article is based on our experiences
supervising project groups at Roskilde University. Supervision is sometimes a
challenging task that may manifest and confront personally-related issues. We
advocate combining an academic and personal approach to supervising project
groups. We provide a range of empirical examples from the supervising project
groups, illustrating the type of personal challenges we meet. These challenges are
characterized and conceptualized, and some concrete ways to deal with them are
proposed.
Keywords: Project groups; supervision; personally-related issues and challenges;
negative self-relations; performance pressure or anxiety; psychotherapeutic research;
body-oriented awareness; grounding; the Sensethic Approach

INTRODUCTION
The practice of working in and supervising project groups at the university level involves
multiple activities in which the participants – the students and their supervisor – must
meet and maintain contact with each other. Supervising project groups constitutes
significant numbers of communicative interactions and social dynamics. The students and
their supervisor need to establish, develop, and maintain constructive contact
relationships throughout the course of the project. This relationship may be characterized
from both an academic and a personal perspective.
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This article investigates supervision from the perspective of the quality of the contact
relationship in the communicative interactions between the supervisor and the students
in the project group (Simonsen & Storm Jensen, 2016). We focus on situations where the
contact quality is compromised because of one or more of the participants, that is, the
students or the supervisor, face personal challenges, such as, for example, performance
pressure or anxiety. Inspired by body-oriented psychotherapeutic research, we highlight
the personal perspective and its importance in maintaining open-minded contact during
the supervision of its academic discourse.
The background for this article comes from the authors’ experiences with two levels of
supervision. The first author is a professor at Roskilde University and has 30 years of
experience supervising project groups. All empirical examples given in this article are
drawn from this extensive teaching portfolio. The second author is a psychologist and a
private practitioner, who is also a former adjunct professor at Roskilde University, where
he supervised professors and other academic staff experiencing related personal issues
that challenge their work life. The authors have collaborated for one and a half decades,
supervising project groups and university staff in the practice of supervising project
groups, themselves. Part of the background for this article comes also from workshops
on teaching participatory design (Andrews et al., 2014; Simonsen & Storm Jensen, 2015)
and a conference paper aimed at participatory design researchers (Simonsen & Storm
Jensen, 2016).
We provide our empirically-based knowledge and examples as inspiration and as an
interdisciplinary contribution to the literature on problem-oriented project-based learning
in general (Andersen & Heilesen, 2015; Jensen et al., 2019), and add to the literature with
a focus on supervising project groups (e.g., Macfadyen et al., 2019; Woolhouse, 2002;
Murray-Harvey et al., 2013; Coelho, 2014). More specifically, this article adds to the
body of literature on topics such as group processing (Lachowsky & Murray, 2021);
observing the supervisor as “a social mediator, listening actively to what kind of
psychological dimensions are taking place among the group members” (Nielsen &
Danielsen, 2012, p. 263); acknowledging that “supervisors involve group dynamic
processes as an important aspect of their supervision” (Andersen & Dupont, 2015, p.
132); and that it might be “necessary as supervisor to take an interest in the student’s
motivation and academic problems from a process-related and psychological perspective”
(Feilberg, 2015, p. 42, translated from Danish).
We have written this article with our fellow supervisors in mind, that is, university
professors, external lecturers, PhD-students, and others. PhD students might be a
particular target group, as they experience a transition from being supervised students to
becoming supervisors of graduate and undergraduate students.1 This might lead the PhD
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student to implicitly demand more experience of him/herself than he/she actually has,
which can lead to performance pressure or anxiety.
We encourage supervisors to use their basic research orientation in reflecting upon and
responding to the challenges they might experience when supervising project groups, that
is, through a research-oriented approach, investigating what is at stake and responding
appropriately. We hope a broader audience can also find this article valuable by relating
to any type of interactive situations where an authentic, credible, attentive, and present
contact is important, for example, when colleagues, friends, partners, and children come
together and wish to communicate.
In the following, we characterize an academic and personal approach to supervision that
we use as our analytical lens and from which we also propose ways to address personally
related challenges. This is followed by two sections introducing challenging situations
and providing a number of empirical examples (as short vignettes) on how these might
unfold. The first section focuses on the situations where the supervisor meets the students
being challenged. The second section focuses on situations where the supervisor
experiences his/her own personal challenges. All examples are presented from the
perspective of the supervisor. We end the article concluding our empirical and conceptual
contribution.

AN ACADEMIC AND PERSONAL APPROACH TO SUPERVISION
The relationship between profession and person has been addressed within education and
other disciplines that include significant human contact, such as in the work of educators,
nurses, social workers, school teachers, and home caregivers (Weicher & Laursen, 2003).
Within the field of social work, for example, the relation between profession and person
is discussed as a specific competency (Posborg, 2009a), practical skill (Posborg, 2009b),
and as an essential focal point of supervision (Fehmerling, 2009). Personal – in this
respect – is different from being “private.” It is not about “becoming friends,” but
realizing the fact that the personal side of our being should not be ignored when engaging
in human contact. The personal part of human contact in a professional context “involves
being able to share thoughts, feelings, knowledge, and opinions that are [professionally]
relevant during the meeting” with the participant(s) (Posborg, 2009a, p. 146, translated
from Danish).
Below, we elaborate on the profession-person relationship for university supervisors as
an academic and personal perspective that may be combined in an approach to
supervision. We focus the academic perspective on academic reflections, that is “using
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your head/brain” (intellect), while the personal perspective focuses on body-related
awareness, that is “sensing our body/feelings.”
Academic reflection may include professional knowledge and reflective capabilities
expressed through logical thinking, analytic reflections, comparisons, and through
conceptualizing and inductive, deductive, and abductive2 reasoning. In general,
supervisors develop academic abilities through comprehensive and year-long academic
education, training, and career experiences. A special characteristic of academic
reflection is the ability to imagine and envision what you think is going on, for example,
during a supervision meeting. As a matter of fact, there is no end to what you can imagine
and hypothesize. In some situations, this may challenge us by providing almost endless
speculations and worries in our attempt to resolve a problematic situation (Storm Jensen,
2008).
Body-related awareness is grounded in the body’s sensing apparatus, that is, what can be
seen, heard, observed, and perceived through basic bodily assessments or sensations and
feelings, for example, confusion, anxiety, disappointment, anger, relief, compassion, or
sadness. Contrary to academic reflection, body-related awareness is not a core part of the
academic curriculum. In fact, it might not be part of the curriculum at all, even for
programs within psychology. A special characteristic of body-related awareness is that
what is sensed is actually sensed and not imagined. While the head and mind may trick
and lead one astray through the imagination, one’s body cannot sense or feel anything but
the actual state of emotion (Storm Jensen, 2008). The problem often faced concerning
feelings is the inability to sense them because one has learned and adopted effective ways
to oppress them during childhood (Juul, 2011). This is unfortunate, because what is
sensed provides an important indicator and opportunity to investigate whether the contact
quality is compromised by the participants’ personal challenges.
The Sensethic Approach
As an academic and personal approach to supervision we introduce body-oriented
psychotherapeutic research combining “sense” and “ethics,” which in the following will
be referred to as the “Sensethic3 Approach” (Storm Jensen, 1998, 2002, 2008).
Supervising with the Sensethic Approach aims to establish contact quality in
communicative interactions through genuine focused presence. “Sense” refers to a bodyrelated awareness. A characteristic of the approach is it’s appreciation of the profound
significance of body-related awareness. To make verbal discussions a genuine part of a
shared rational reflection on the issue at stake, this reflection must be consistent with
sensations; that is, it must be consistent with the realities (including emotional realities)
as perceived through basic bodily assessments – sensations and feelings. “Ethic” refers
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to genuine participation and authentic contact. Storm Jensen (1998, p. 278) defines this
within the therapeutic dialogue/contact:
[B]eing there with oneself and as oneself but for the client. It is thus about
concentrated awareness or presence, about honesty or authenticity and that the
agenda is unambiguous: the client's needs. (translated from Danish)
Within participatory design genuine participation has been characterized in a similar way
where the agenda is not the needs from the client but the goals of the design engagement:
Any user needs to participate willingly as a way of working both as themselves
(respecting their individual and group’s/community’s genuine interests) and with
themselves (being concentrated present in order to sense how they feel about an
issue, being open towards reflections on their own opinions), as well as for the
task and the project (contributing to the achievement of the shared and agreedupon goals of the design task and design project at hand) (Robertson & Simonsen,
2013, p. 5; see also Luck, 2018; Østergaard et al., 2018).
Genuine participation and authentic contact characterize the well-functioning project
meeting that we usually strive to obtain: a meeting where all participants can collaborate
and engage in academic reflections in a trustful atmosphere, being present, engaged, and
focused. The focus of attention is the content of the project approached by inquisitiveness
and reflections, and may, for example, include discussions of the project’s focus and
research question, relevant literature and theoretical grounding, choice of methods,
empirical analysis, design of processes or products, or the contribution or structure of
draft chapters, to name a few.
In well-functioning meetings, the participants only experience few or inconsequential
personal confusions or challenges. Sometimes, however, the contact quality is
compromised because the students or the supervisor experience personal issues and
challenges, such as being distracted or inattentive, becoming tense or anxious, or
experiencing a feeling of being “wrong.” The theory behind the Sensethic Approach
identifies negative self-relations, contributing to a confusion of perceiving oneself as
being wrong, as the underlying core issue causing problematic human contact. In short,
negative self-relations mean negative views of or attitudes towards oneself (for a
psychological elaboration of the concept of negative self-relations, see Storm Jensen,
1998, 2002, 2008). The Sensethic Approach has origins in humanistic,
phenomenological-existential, and body-oriented psychotherapy. The body orientation
has its roots in Alexander Lowen’s bioenergetics, especially the concept of grounding
(Lowen, 1958, 1975). Bioenergetics is rooted in Wilhelm Reich’s (1945) vegetotherapy.
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While the Sensethic Approach has its origins in psychotherapeutic research and practice,
supervising project groups is not meant to be therapy, or in any form to produce
engagement in self-realization or a confessional discourse (Nielsen, 2005). Rather, the
point is (a) to acknowledge that both students and supervisor sometimes might be
personally challenged in ways that compromise open-minded contact and authentic
supervision meetings, and (b) to help create and maintain constructive academic meetings
and discussions where the participants may dare to fail and be insecure, and at the same
time be open about it. This is in line with Feilberg arguing that “the supervisor’s
willingness for self-reflection is pivotal to the student’s opportunity to acquire their own
willingness for self-reflection regarding their scientific practice” (2015, p. 43, translated
from Danish). The relevance of the Sensethic Approach in supervising project groups is,
at least, threefold: First, negative self-relations might explain many of the personal
challenges faced by the supervisor and the students (as exemplified in the following
sections). Second, these challenges may be characterized and conceptualized by this
approach (as demonstrated in the following sections). Third, some body-oriented,
concrete, and relatively simple methods or techniques may support the supervisor in
alleviating the challenges, and reestablishing a high-quality contact while supervising. As
two key examples, we describe below: (1) a basic grounding exercise and (2) a technique
to change the focus of the dialogue during a supervision meeting to face a disturbing
personal challenge.
Grounding is a physical way to support your body-related awareness by focusing on
breathing and sensing the gravitational pull on the body. Grounding may be supported
through different concrete bodily and physical grounding exercises. One basic grounding
exercise is illustrated in Figure 1. Grounding is a relevant method if the supervisor is
challenged, for example, by feeling tension or anxiety compromising his/her contact with
the students. In such a challenging state, we are typically restraining our breathing by
squeezing the solar plexus and pelvic area, and we “go up” (in our head) and try to act
mainly using our cognitive and academic resources. This corresponds to the basic/natural
state of vigilance when facing some kind of (imagined or real) threat: protecting the soft
vulnerable area of the stomach while staying alert against the perilous threat (ready to
flee). The Sensethic Approach to meet such challenges is to “go down” by grounding,
because the threat is not real (you are not in any real danger), rather, it is a confused
imagination of a threat (Storm Jensen, 1998). Grounding exercises may also be introduced
to the students (see Simonsen and Storm Jensen, 2016).
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Figure 1: Basic grounding exercise. Originally suggested by Lowen (1958; 1977, pp. 11f); elaborated by
Olav Storm Jensen.

Grounding can be done in all situations simply by drawing attention toward the sensing
of gravity and your weight, whether you are standing or sitting down, and by paying
attention to your breathing, especially exhaling without disruption. During a meeting it
might be instantly alleviating just being open and expressing verbally that you somehow
feel tension; this might again help your grounding. Grounding exercises are not physically
difficult to do, and they can be practiced privately at home or at the university in your
office or at another private space. If you experience problems being grounded during a
meeting, you can ask for a break or just leave the meeting and take a break to do a short
grounding exercise (see Figure 1).
The Sensethic Approach offers a simple yet effective technique supporting a supervisor’s
reaction once he/she senses that the quality of the contact has been compromised. The
technique is stopping (Simonsen & Storm Jensen, 2016), followed by changing focus and
paying attention to what is going on: that is, from a current discussion focusing on
academic reflection to an emerged personal issue that disturbs the discussion. Stopping
may be supported by focusing and going three-times-down: (1) Down in the body, that is,
to the level of the senses, as qualified by grounding, assisting bodily presence, for
example, by taking a deep breath, exhaling without interruption, paying attention to the
feeling of gravity on the body, physically feeling the ground under your feet or bottom
(when seated); (2) down in tempo (talking slowly), because sensation is a slower function
than thinking, so that slowing down in mind and speech supports the cognition of sensed
reality; (3) down into the concrete. This means breaking down the abstract descriptions,
viewpoints, and proposed solutions at stake, into their most concrete appearances and
exemplifications, thus making them accessible as material to be sensed and felt. Example
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1 and Example 5 below provide a vignette with a simple description of how a supervisor
uses stopping and three-times-down.

Stopping and investigating the changed focus through a grounded, slow, and concrete
approach may be supplemented by sharing what is sensed and observed, for example, by
mirroring an observation of a students’ behavior (e.g., specific utterance, repeating
argument, or speaking quickly and loudly) or appearance (e.g., looking distant, touched,
angry, etc.). The point here is to facilitate by mirroring what is seen and by sharing what
is sensed. In some cases, it also helps to provide an interpretation (hypotheses) of what
might be going on.

MEETING STUDENTS BEING CHALLENGED
Supervision is often characterized as a dual process of 1) supervision on the academic
subject and 2) supervision related to the process aspects of the project work, including
collaboration in the group and group and supervisor collaboration (e.g., Nielsen &
Danielsen, 2012; Andersen & Heilesen, 2015). In this and the following sections, we
characterize the latter and focus on situations where the collaboration is challenged by
participants experiencing personal issues that may be related to negative self-relations.
We also exemplify ways for the supervisor to address and alleviate such situations,
thereby supporting a high contact quality.
In this section, we describe and exemplify situations where the supervisor meets students
being challenged. When such situations occur, the students often become distracted, that
is, challenged in ways that prevent them from being authentic, credible, attentive, and
present. This might, for example, happen when it is difficult for them to relate a discussion
to their own context and situation because it is too abstract or theoretical; see Example 1
given above and Example 2 presented below.
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In Examples 1 and 2 the supervisor observes students withdrawing mentally and
becoming inattentive. In some cases, the students are unwilling to engage in the meeting
for other reasons than being personally challenged (being bored, reflecting on a text that
just arrived, having troubles at home, thinking on their partner they’re having issues with,
etc.). But in other cases, it might be interpreted as students experiencing negative selfrelations by perceiving oneself as being wrong because they are not “good enough” to
follow the academic discussion and reflection – they feel inadequate and insecure. To
shut down emotionally, thereby disappearing from any authentic contact with another
person, is a common psychological response to (consciously or unconsciously) avoid
something that provokes feelings of discomfort, tension, or anxiety.
Students might also become distracted and withdraw if they feel that they are pressured,
stressed, or otherwise forced to engage in a discussion. They might also find themselves
participating with others who act in dominant, manipulative, patronizing, aggressive, or
otherwise unpleasant ways. Example 3 presents a situation where one student patronizes
another by providing a manipulated conclusion from an earlier meeting (the group had
not reached consensus on their focus). The attacked student does not speak up for herself
(this requires a certain level of self-confidence) but withdraws, probably because she
doubts herself due to low self-esteem.

During a meeting, the students (and the supervisor) can participate in an authentic or nonauthentic way. Perhaps the easiest way to explain authenticity is by discussing its
opposite: pretending. Being authentic simply means not pretending to be anyone else but
yourself or being anything else but what you are – not pretending to be knowledgeable
about something you do not really know, not acting friendly and accommodating if you
really are upset and angry and oppose the issue being proposed, and not acting as if you
are informed and certain if you really have doubts about an issue. Example 4 presents a
situation with students pretending – and the supervisor’s response to this.
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The students in Example 4 were conducting their initial project in the first semester of
their bachelor studies. They were also facing the new situation of having meetings with a
supervisor (and a professor). They were nervous about being inferior as newcomers to
the university and to project work, and they chose to handle this uncomfortable situation
by pretending to be in control and by focusing the meeting on listing past and future
project activities. The supervisor sensed their nervousness and intervened by encouraging
them to investigate why they approached the supervision meeting this way.
When a student becomes challenged, this is sometimes accompanied by the student
speaking faster or continuing to repeat an argument in different ways. This might be an
indication that the student is not using his or her ability to sense whether the counterpart
is really paying attention to what he/she is trying to communicate; see Example 5.

In Example 5, including a specific empirical study is apparently crucial for one of the
students, but repeating the argument for doing it does not work as a “method” to solve
this issue. The supervisor uses stopping to change focus and investigate what is at stake
for the student (being afraid that the project does not include a task that the student feels
confident making).
In our experience, it is often performance pressure and anxiety that initiate self-relational
doubts about being substantially “okay.” This may be accompanied by unpleasant
feelings of shame and of being inadequate. Performance anxiety might be related to both
cases in Examples 4 and 5 given above, and is clearly the case in the following Example
6.

In Example 6 the supervisor chose to re-focus the exam to “what is going on,” by meeting
the student (eye-contact) and acknowledging (mirroring) the challenge he struggled to
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handle: “I can see that you are in trouble and we can try to do something about this before
we continue.” Over-breathing is a sign of approaching a state of panic, hence the
commonly known advice to “take a deep breath.” Hyperventilation may be additionally
relieved by exhaling without interruptions until the lungs are empty before inhaling.4
Meeting a challenged student through eye-contact and mirroring what is observed may
help in changing focus to “what is going on.” Example 7 provides an example from a
supervision meeting with a student being overwhelmed by performance pressure.

In a situation such as Example 7, the supervision may include sharing knowledge or
experiences on ways to cope with performance pressure (if appropriate) or referring the
student to relevant institutional help facilities (if such exist). However, in many cases,
just meeting and listening to the student and his/her challenge can result in an instant
relief from which a constructive academic reflection and discussion may proceed.
In some cases, the student’s performance pressure and anxiety may be sensed by the
supervisor in an indirect way and unveiled if the supervisor chooses to investigate what
is going on, as illustrated in Example 8.

Example 8 describes a supervisor being extrovert and explicit, sharing his/her frustrations
and challenges with the students. This establishes an agenda for an issue that obviously
also affects the students. For the supervisor it involves two steps: (1) taking care of one’s
own challenges (the opposite of trying to make it disappear by repression); (2) involving
the students in taking care of this challenge (inviting co-responsibility). The following
section elaborates on the supervisor experiencing his/her own challenges.
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EXPERIENCING CHALLENGES AS SUPERVISOR
In this section, we characterize and exemplify situations where the supervisor confronts
his or her own personal challenges or experiences issues related to his/her feelings of
tension and mental or emotional strain related to negative self-relations. We also
exemplify ways for the supervisor to address and alleviate such situations.
In our experience, tension is often related to performance pressure and anxiety. One
reason for this might be the supervisor’s background, including a high level of education
and sustained competitive career path, providing an agelong intensive training for using
their intellect and their academic reflections – perhaps at the expense of not developing
bodily grounded sensing capabilities. All supervisors have experienced tension and
performance pressure. Anyone denying this probably suffers from deep repression. We
face such challenges when we make disproportionate preparations prior to a meeting or
when we feel uncomfortable, disturbed, nervous, or alarmed before entering a group
meeting. We become challenged if we “pull ourselves together” and with “clenched teeth”
enter the meeting room. And we are challenged when we are distracted from sensing the
students’ attitudes/feelings during the meeting or if we choose to put on a mask and
pretend, for example, to be knowledgeable in cases where we are, in fact, in doubt.
Example 9 describes how this might unfold.

The supervisor in Example 9 suppresses the feeling of performance pressure by “going
up in the head” (the opposite of grounding), withholding the free breathing through
different patterns of muscular tension in the pelvic and stomach region (squeezing the
solar plexus and pelvic area), resulting in an exhausted voice. It is very difficult, perhaps
impossible, to alleviate being challenged by tension without working on being grounded.
Example 10 describes how a supervisor relieves tension by using a simple grounding
exercise.
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Symptoms of tension and being personally challenged by performance pressure or anxiety
come in many guises and include situations where the supervisor becomes obsessed with
giving comments to the group and thereby not sensing responses from the students
(becoming absorbed in one’s own performance); sidestepping a complex issue or question
from the students (disguising one’s own feeling of not being knowledgeable or good
enough); defending one’s own comments and sternly repudiating critical counterarguments (error-admitting phobia); taking responsibility for the student group and their
project (confusing one’s own and students’ responsibility); feeling nervous “on behalf
of” the students, for example, before an oral group exam (suspecting that one was not
good enough as a supervisor); or feeling strained, impotent, or fearful when facing a
vociferous dispute or an open conflict between the students (nervousness and being on
the defensive).
Responsibility confusion is, in our experience, a common symptom often experienced by
younger supervisors, such as PhD-students, and it may be a challenge that could take
many years to overcome. Example 11 illustrates this confusion and a proper response if
the supervisor later acknowledges he/she made a mistake.

The relation of responsibility confusion and performance pressure triggering negative
self-relations may be outlined as: If “the students do not perform,” then “I am responsible
because I do not perform as supervisor.” This may trigger a feeling of being wrong. The
fear of being wrong is established during childhood (Juul, 2011) and early relationships
with parents (Storm Jensen, 2002). However, if we realize that we became confused, we
can choose to take adequate responsibility for our actions.
Many supervisors have trouble recognizing if they have made a mistake. Just like
performance pressure, we have experienced this as a fairly common characteristic of a
highly academic lifestyle. We refer to it as error-admitting phobia, that is, the fear of
having made a mistake and admitting it, which typically triggers the feeling of being
wrong. This may well be met with a habitual solution strategy of error-denial, that is, not
wanting to acknowledge faults and flaws, as illustrated by Example 12.
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In Example 12, the negative self-relations resulting in error-admitting phobia were solely
experienced by the supervisor. When we feel we are wrong and become anxious about
this, we may either turn this inward and start to criticize ourselves (“hammering ourselves
on the head”) or outward to our opponents playing the victim (“It is your fault that I feel
wrong”) (Storm Jensen, 1998). Playing the victim represents the opposite of taking
responsibility for one’s own behavior by projecting the responsibility for the things that
have gone wrong onto one’s counterpart or blaming him or her for unfair or inappropriate
behavior towards you. Example 13 describes a situation where the supervisor receives an
email, triggering the fear of being wrong, followed by error-denial and playing the victim,
both of which are quite unsuccessful strategies that are attempts to dull the immediate
unpleasant symptoms. After a while, the supervisor becomes ready to re-assess the email
without being challenged.

If we feel attacked and we start defending ourselves (either openly or as a silent
conversation in our heads), this often involves error-admitting phobia and playing the
victim. As indicated in Example 13, it is introduced by a feeling of anxiety for having
made a mistake that makes one wrong. This feeling of anxiety (maybe just briefly
experienced or unnoticed by an immediate oppression) may transcend into a protest
(anger), projecting the sense of guilt on to a counterpart, who, in this way, is made guilty
in one’s own challenging situation. It represents clear indications of confusing selfconfidence with self-esteem: the confusion of feeling wrong (when nobody, in fact, is)
because of what has been done, versus maintaining the belief of being a good person even
though regrettable mistakes have been made (which we all do frequently). Posborg
expresses the Sensethic focus on distinguishing between being and doing like this: “[Do]
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not mistake doing something wrong with being wrong. It is, as we all know, human to
fail—and realizing this is genuine humanity. Making a mistake is not a property of being
human, but a human action” (Posborg, 2009a, p. 155, translated from Danish).
If a supervisor only occasionally experiences his/her own challenges, he/she can choose
to either ignore, forget, or suppress it – or he/she can choose to be open toward his/her
own uncertainties, take responsibility for inappropriate actions made during the meeting,
and explain or apologize for mistakes and shortcomings. Admitting a mistake (as
illustrated in Examples 11 and 13) might well result in feelings that stem from hostility
towards yourself (accusing yourself for being wrong) or towards others (playing the
victim) into a relieving compassion, which would be an appropriate feeling toward
yourself. However, if one often (or on a regular basis) experiences personal challenges,
and this is difficult to deal with, it can be considered as an automated habit of negative
self-relation that is worth noticing and reflecting upon – as described in Example 14.

Indicators of this kind, that is, that of often experiencing tension and personal challenges
as characterized above are, unfortunately, often ignored, even though they may have
serious consequences for health and well-being. They include, for example, if you
experience that you usually criticize the students’ working effort; if you often are
disappointed by their work or even angry at them (thinking “why do they not …”); if you
are over-responsible, and tend to exaggerate your preparation before group meetings and
when reviewing student drafts. Emotional symptoms include self-reproach, a bad
conscience, and low job satisfaction. These symptoms may well develop into bodily
reactions, such as poor sleep or lack of sleep, and chronic fatigue, all of which might
indicate stress symptoms; see Example 15.
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Indicators of stress symptoms should not be accepted or ignored, as illustrated in Example
16. Rather, they should be used as decisive occasions for actively addressing the personal
challenges. One way of doing this is through collegial supervision (Andersen & Bager,
2015). Consistent challenges might also be addressed through other forms of activity:
physical grounding exercises, individual supervision, supervision workshops, or therapy.
These may last for longer or shorter periods of time (one or a few sessions, sporadic
courses or workshops up to a few days length, or year-long regular training programs or
courses, including individual or group-based therapy).

CONCLUSION
Supervising project groups principally comprises supervision on the academic subjects
involved in the student’s project work. The context of supervising project groups is
constituted by processes of communicative interactions, collaboration, and social
dynamics involving contact among all participants. As demonstrated in our examples,
this often involves challenges due to the students – or the supervisor – experiencing
personal issues that interfere with the aim of maintaining a constructive focus on
academic reflections. This is why we suggest an academic and personal approach to
supervision. Our point is to acknowledge that we regularly face personal issues that
compromise the quality of the contact relationship. Our aim is to exemplify, clarify, and
characterize problematic situations, as well as to understand, conceptualize, and provide
some help regarding how to act upon these situations.
Indicators of emerging and disturbing personal issues include speaking faster or
continuing to repeat an argument in different ways (as an unsuccessful attempt to
communicate), longer or frequent periods of silence (as a result of anxiety, e.g., towards
the supervisor as an authority), a student being withdrawn or showing signs of sadness
(feeling inadequate and “wrong”), students dropping passive aggressive hints towards
each other (manipulating), or blaming each other (playing the man instead of the ball).
The existence of such group dynamics is a widespread phenomenon. In some cases, the
project group chooses to hide it from the supervisor. In other cases, the supervisor might
observe or sense such dynamics during a meeting. This allows the supervisor to choose
to either take responsibility and intervene, or to resign and leave this challenge up to the
students alone. If resignation is chosen, this may be accompanied by a feeling of
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discomfort and being powerless towards the group dynamic. Choosing to intervene may
change the focus from “what we try to do now” to “what is going on now,” with the aim
of establishing an agenda of investigating what is at stake – right then and there in the
meeting. The goal of this intervention is to re-establish the students’ engagement in
becoming authentic, credible, attentive, and present. Pursuing and changing focus
requires that the supervisor observes and recognizes the students’ challenges and is
willing to intervene. The supervisor’s senses play an important part; his/her body can
sense when the contact quality is compromised before it is understood with the mind. For
example, the supervisor might sense that something seems “wrong,” when facing a
(perhaps uncomfortable) situation that does not align well with the intended meeting
taking place. We have exemplified and proposed a number of concepts to support
investigations and reflections on “what is going on now,” including tension, being
distracted, disappearing, pretending, authenticity, manipulating, repeating the argument,
responsibility confusion, error-admitting phobia, playing the victim, performance
pressure and anxiety, and distinguishing between being and doing.
Being able to pay attention to body signals (i.e., sensing and feeling) is the prerequisite
for investigating personal challenges with the mind – to reflect on and understand them
and take them seriously by reacting appropriately (Storm Jensen, 1998, 2002, 2008). This
is the case both when meeting students being challenged and when the supervisor
experiences his/her own challenges.
Our body-oriented psychotherapeutic research and the Sensethic Approach identifies
negative self-relations as a key contributor to causing problematic human contact (Storm
Jensen, 1998, 2002, 2008). For the supervisor this is often manifested as a challenge
related to performance pressure and the underlying performance anxiety. This anxiety is
rooted in—and driven by—a confusion between being and doing: I observe something
(for example a student looking bored; losing overview during my presentation; meeting
a counter argument that questions my claim or case; etc.). I interpret the observation and
makes it my responsibility to “solve” it. If I do not solve it, I fail and I am “wrong.” Then
it gets really dangerous, as I am questioning not only my actions (doing), but also if I am
good enough (as a human being). Negative self-relations might result in endless
speculations, over-responsibility, and work, because now my self-esteem is at stake! In
addition, this may manifest reaction patterns as error-admitting phobia and playing the
victim to avoid taking 100% responsibility for performing a wrong action and hereby
protecting against the perception of being wrong. The confusion of doing and being points
to where there is a choice and where there is not a choice. If one “can sense, that one is
unrestful and anxious, then these are the feelings one has: They are an expression of one’s
existence [here and now] that must be accepted. On the other hand, one may choose how
to act [doing], that is, how one responds to oneself and one’s feelings” (Posborg, 2009a
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p. 151, translated from Danish). Taking responsibility for one’s own mistakes (doing)
without compromising one’s own being (that is, being confident that “I am still a good
person even though I made a mistake, and I can take responsibility and take action to
correct my wrongdoings”) is to acknowledge the premise that our basic intentions are
always good, but also that we may fail in trying to act according to these intentions.
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1

According to the Danish Ministerial Order on the PhD Program, the PhD student may be charged with
up to 840 hours of teaching obligations. At Roskilde University, a majority of this teaching is typically
allocated to supervising project groups.
2

Abductive reasoning refers to a process of suggesting and stating hypotheses explaining problems, as
well as suggesting possible ways to solve them. This type of reasoning is especially relevant during
design-oriented project work; see, for example, Simonsen and Friberg (2014).
In Danish: “Sensetik” is a name that includes the duplicate meaning of being a general term for studies
based on sensations (and sense), as well as an indication of the finding that ethics, values in human
relations, are based on bodily, emotional sensations (sensetik.dk).
3

4

Over-breathing using the upper part of the lungs might feel like one is missing oxygen. Physiologically,
it is rather a sign of one missing carbon dioxide. This can be relieved by exhaling and emptying the lungs
and then pausing to inhale until one needs air. Panic-like hyperventilation may stimulate anxiety and
protest anger.
5

Mid-term evaluation at Roskilde University is done when the project groups are approximately half-way
through the project. The evaluation is conducted as a peer-review where two project groups and their
supervisors meet and comment on each other’s project and project status.
6

Many exams in Denmark must be conducted in the presence of an external examiner appointed by the
Ministry of Higher Education and Science. The role of the external examiner is to ensure that the
examination takes place in accordance with set goals and requirements and that the student receives a fair
and impartial assessment and grade.
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